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METHOD
No discipline in digital marketing has evolved over the years quite as dramatically 
as search marketing. Today, search engines like Google consider hundreds of 
factors in deciding which web page to display for a search. In the current search 
marketing landscape, the best web pages usually win.

Much like bloodhounds on a hunt, people often search the web until they find 
what they are looking for. To compete for search traffic, a marketer simply needs 
to create a web page or asset that satisfies the searcher’s query. That web page or 
asset could be anything from a blog post to a podcast to a product demonstration 
video to a map to a brick and mortar store.

A sound search marketing program will anticipate the intent of potential and 
existing customers and build optimized assets on the web that satisfy that 
intent.  For example, a Software as a Service (SaaS) company, like Quickbooks, 
might anticipate that its potential customers often go to the web with the intent 
of finding out how Quickbooks compares to a competitor like Freshbooks. As a 
result, the marketing team at Quickbooks should build an optimized web page 
that can be easily found if a potential customer searches Google with a query like 
“quickbooks vs freshbooks.”

When determining the intent that will be targeted and the asset that will be 
created to satisfy that intent, it must also be determined on what channel that 
asset will “live.” 

Search marketing today isn’t limited to big search engines like Google and Bing. 
Social media sites such as Facebook and Pinterest also have search capabilities. 
Also, Amazon, iTunes, TripAdvisor, and thousands of other sites provide search to 
their users. Depending on your business, it can be more valuable to understand 
how search operates on platforms like YouTube or Amazon than on Google or Bing.  
Taking time to learn how each of these search engines structures their ranking 
algorithm is critical to success in today’s search marketing landscape.  

CERTIFICATION OVERVIEW

You’ll Learn: 

• The 7-point “Search Health Audit Checklist” that trains you to identify and remove crippling search issues (keyword 
research, content building, and link building are useless until you remove these problems).

• The 14-point “Web Page Optimization Checklist” you’ll apply to every important page on your website. (« Get 
pages ranked by hunting down and fixing issues like keyword cannibalization, page redirect issues, and dynamic 
URL parameters.)

• Eight natural ways to build authoritative backlinks to your website, so you can get your site ranked for the 
keywords that matter without feeling “icky” about it.

• How to leverage search on every platform that matters, from YouTube and Pinterest to Google and Bing. (« There 
are big gains to be made by understanding how search works on platforms outside of Google.)

With all the “noise” in today’s world, it’s critical that brands and business get found when a customer or prospect is looking for them. It’s also 
critical that your brand is shown in a positive light when the right person is looking for a solution that YOU provide. And that’s exactly what you’ll 
learn how to do in this Mastery course. You’ll learn how to leverage search channels such as Google, Amazon, and even local channels such as 
Yelp to ensure that your brand gets found and that when it’s found the message your prospects see is a positive one. 

IMPORTANT METRICS
# of Backlinks - The number and 
quality of other pages on the Internet 
that are pointing traffic to your website 
is an important search marketing factor.

Traffic by Channel - It’s important 
to measure where your traffic is 
coming from including traffic from 
organic search channels.

Keyword Ranking - How does 
your website rank for keywords 
that drive traffic and ultimately 
conversions.

Conversions from Search - The 
percentage of visits from search 
that take the action you want 
them to take on a web page.

IMPORTANT LINGO
Asset - Content produced to 
satisfy the intent of a customer 
or prospect including blog 
posts, product pages, social 
media profiles, podcasts, 
videos, and more.

Intent - The relevant goals of 
your ideal customer that lead to 
queries on the web. The intent of 
a hungry New Yorker might be 
typed into Google as, “thai food 
near central park.”   

Technical SEO - Optimizing 
the structure and code 
of a website so that 
search engines can find, 
understand, and send 
traffic to that website. 

Channel - The digital “home” of an asset 
designed to meet the intent of a customer 
or prospect.  Assets might live on a website 
or blog but also on large hubs like YouTube, 
Amazon, Pinterest, iTunes and TripAdvisor 
just to name a few.

RELEVANT ROLES

CONTENT 
TEAM

PUBLIC
 RELATIONS

IT/TECH/WEB 
DEVELOPMENT

Team members who are 
producing text, image, audio, or 
video content should be trained 
in optimizing those assets to 
be found and understood by 
humans and search engines.

PR professionals often create 
and facilitate the creation of 
content about personal and 
company brands. As a result, PR 
professionals should understand 
how their role can positively 
affect traffic from search 
marketing.

Those who are creating web 
pages, site design and 
redesign, and managing server 
configurations should understand 
the technical side of search 
marketing.   

quickbooks vs freshbooks

SEARCH MARKETING
IN A NUTSHELL

Search marketing should be studied by members of 
the following departments:


